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The purpose of this vignette is to demonstrate in a small way that the facets of ‘Systems Lead-
ership Theory’ portrayed in Systems Leadership – Creating Positive Organisations (Macdonald  
et al., 2006) are alive and well in high functioning (military) organisations.

Helmand Province, Afghanistan

A Taliban stronghold had built up one summer at the height of the Afghan campaign at a 
place called Kunjak Hill just south of the infamous district centre of Sangin on the Helmand 
River. The enclave was situated on top of a hill complex with commanding views over the river 
flood plain and the all-important main supply route (611) from Lashkar Gar and Geresk (both 
forming the central Helmand economic development zone) through Sangin to the towns of 
Musa Qaleh and Kajaki to the north.

To neutralise the inherent threat posed to this critical supply route, an International Secu-
rity Assistance Force (ISAF) Brigade plan was put together to conduct an Infantry company 
group assault onto the strategic position at first light one day that summer. Those taking part 
in the operation were gathered, the orders for the aviation assault were delivered in secrecy – 
covering the aviation part of the assault and the associated ground manoeuvre operation – and 
the force then readied itself by conducting final preparations and essential mission rehearsals. 
Every detail had been considered, contingency plans were in place to mitigate against poten-
tial risks and threats, and final assurances were delivered to senior commanders (accountable 
for achieving operational success) so that ‘launch approval’ could be granted for the mission.

At this point it is important to note that the aviation part of the assault was to be com-
manded by an Apache Air Mission Commander (AMC) – a combat seasoned British Army 
Apache Aircraft Commander with considerable operational flying experience, capable of deal-
ing with complexity, uncertainty and change, and making fine judgments and effective deci-
sions in dynamic and difficult fighting conditions.

AMCs were usually highly qualified Army Air Corps Captains (Flight Commanders, some-
times as young as 29 years of age) and Majors (Squadron Commanders) or Lieutenant Colonels 
(Regimental Commanding Officers) who had reached the pinnacle of flying excellence, had 
unequivocally proven themselves during years of rigorous training and delivered operation-
ally as Aircraft Commanders and Co-pilot Gunners on previous tours of Afghanistan.

Some essential additional context regarding what was expected of AMCs – they held ‘mis-
sion abort’ authority during operations (meaning that as the on-scene commanders they alone 
decided if/when any mission abort criteria had been achieved); were ultimately accountable 
for the safe infiltration of the assault force onto the ground; for providing command, control 
and protection capabilities from the air when the assault force was tactically deployed, and for 
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exfiltrating the force once the mission had been achieved. Of note, the ground force elements 
were often numerous (up to Battalion strength of circa 600 officers and soldiers) and could 
cover many kilometres as they spread out across the terrain in tactical formation.

Consequently, the analysis, judgments, decisions and actions associated with the role 
of AMC were very significant indeed, often requiring decisive outcomes to be achieved in 
dire tactical circumstances, in situations where friendly forces were perhaps pinned down by 
strong enemy resistance, often at night, having sustained numerous life threatening casual-
ties; where the distinction between friendly, civilian and enemy was not clear; where radio 
communications with the ground forces was perhaps intermittent and at times charged with 
desperation; where contingency plans were potentially not going as well as had been planned 
or expected; emergency extraction landing sites for the casualty evacuation aircraft were under 
fire; poor weather prevailed, including terrible dust storms with dramatically reduced visibility 
(sometimes down to a hundred meters or less for prolonged periods of times); where some 
aircraft had either sustained battle damage or had for other reasons experienced significant 
mechanical problems necessitating a pull on scarce coalition reserves ... The list is endless.

In these circumstances, AMCs were required to consistently make effective decisions; 
clearly articulate the actions to be carried out (ie, the work); overcome obstacles in the way of 
achieving mission success, by day and night for months on end, and in the face of consider-
able long term fatigue; efficiently manoeuvre aviation assets around the battlefield; adhere 
absolutely to the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) and the Rules of Engagement (ROE) and, in 
context, deliver accurate and lethal fire onto identified enemy targets, ensuring each time that 
civilian casualties and damage to civil infrastructure had been avoided. The latter was some-
thing which took considerable moral courage to get right every time, particularly when under 
intense pressure from ground commanders in need of urgent fire support to deploy offensive 
weapons. Importantly, AMCs knew that they would be fairly held to account for their deci-
sions and actions but were content that with appropriate structures and authorities and suf-
ficient resources in place, they had been set up for success.

Returning now to this particular operation. The attack was launched from Camp Bas-
tion at 0430 hours and was made up of British Chinook heavy lift helicopters with the light 
Infantry assault force aboard; British Apache Attack Helicopters to provide critical command, 
control and close-in fire support (known as close combat attack (CCA)) to the troops on the 
ground, and an assortment of supporting air and un-manned air vehicles (UAV drones), 
including British Tornado, US F-18 and A-10 Warthog ground attack jets, US ‘B’ class bombers, 
AC-130 Hercules gunships, Predator and Reaper drones, U2 spy planes and a range of other 
multi-national coalition aircraft on station to support if needed, not least the British Chinook 
Medical Emergency Response Team (MERT) and US Pedro HH-60G combat rescue aircraft at 
immediate notice to move.

Interestingly, all of these air and aviation assets were commanded by the Apache AMC 
whilst the assault force was in the air. Once on the ground, the AMC and Infantry commander 
worked very closely to ensure that the aircraft were employed efficiently and effectively (much 
of this was achieved through a qualified Joint Terminal Air Controller (JTAC) who stood shoul-
der to shoulder with the Infantry commander during any deployment). For some of the larger 
operations it would not have been unusual for the AMC to direct upwards of 30 aircraft during 
a mission, stacked and de-conflicted in the air up to 70,000 feet in altitude, whilst maintaining 
a command and control link with the ground commander to ensure that the latter’s tactical 
intent was consistently met (i.e. that the same set of mission success criteria were clearly under-
stood by both parties as they worked seamlessly together to achieve a ‘unified’ outcome).
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These operations were often further complicated by the need to conduct them during 
‘zero moon’ (very low/red illumination) periods which, amongst other things, necessitated the 
heavy use of thermal imaging equipment and infra-red flares, making infiltration and exfiltra-
tion landings and targeting infinitely more challenging. In addition, ISAF artillery and mortars 
were often employed to provide indirect fire onto enemy locations. This dynamic, combined 
with the darkness, often produced much more complex airspace control requirements, given 
that the artillery shells and mortar bombs could climb tens of thousands of feet on their trajec-
tory between their base plate firing locations and the intended targets – in itself, a significant 
threat to air and aviation which necessitated very close coordination between the AMC and 
JTACs.

The infiltration of the assault force was conducted just before first light, into fields to the 
west and south of Kunjak Hill and overlooked by enemy positions. It was anticipated that 
the force would achieve the element of surprise and, given the Taliban’s lack of night vision 
capability, substantial and accurate enemy fire would not occur until after dawn. Surprise 
was achieved, inaccurate sporadic fire was sustained by the force on the infiltration landing 
sites, but not sufficient to result in a ‘mission abort’ scenario. The heavy lift aircraft quickly 
extracted into the western desert, leaving the supporting air and aviation assets overhead to 
provide command and control, surveillance, target acquisition and direct fire as the situation 
dictated.

The Infantry platoons egressed from the HLSs as soon as they were comfortable that any 
in-situ improvised explosive device (IED) threat had been neutralised in the immediate vicin-
ity of the HLSs. At that moment ‘ICOM chatter’ (referring to the insecure hand-held radio 
communications traffic between Taliban commanders) intercepted by our airborne electronic 
signals and ground scanning capabilities indicated that the Taliban were moving a vehicle-
mounted Russian made 12.7mm DShK heavy machine gun into position. The AMC, supported 
by his various ‘eyes and ears in the sky’, came up with a plan to find and engage this signifi-
cant threat before it was brought into action, either against the ground forces making their 
way up to the enemy stronghold, or the Apaches immediately overhead. The DShK and crew 
were identified hastily readying the weapon system for action and were immediately attacked 
by a flight of Apaches firing Hellfire missiles and 30mm cannon rounds. This caused a spike 
in ICOM chatter as the Taliban commanders realised that the ISAF coalition forces were upon 
them and dealing effectively with their offensive weapons. As a consequence, a steady stream 
of Taliban reinforcements began to arrive from the north to augment the in-place enemy fight-
ers distributed amongst the fortified compounds on the hill.

At 0530 hours, only an hour after the first aircraft launched from Camp Bastion (situated 
in the desert 40 miles to the southwest of Kunjak Hill), the AMC was already beginning to 
think about sustaining the attack aviation cover over the objective, as well as the other air-
borne air and aviation capabilities, all of which were burning fuel at a significant rate. Flights 
of Apaches conducted relief-in-place rotations to allow the off-station aircraft to re-arm and 
re-fuel, and other capabilities did likewise in a coordinated effort with 3rd US Marine Air Wing 
mission operations and airspace control centre at Camp Leatherneck, collocated with Camp 
Bastion.

The fighting on the ground over the next few hours slowed the assault force to the extent 
that their planned HLS extraction time of 0830 hours was put at considerable risk. This became 
a real concern for the AMC because the operation had been geared around the military tasks to 
be achieved on the hill, the anticipated enemy resistance expected, and the associated intel-
ligence which suggested that the threat to the Chinook aviation extraction aircraft would rise 
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significantly after that time. Unfortunately, the terrain proved more hostile and difficult to 
traverse, the IED threat much greater than had been expected, and the insurgent positions in 
the fortified compounds more difficult to overcome.

As a consequence, the Infantry company commander on the ground notified the AMC that 
the assault force would not be able to relocate to the extraction HLSs in time and requested a 
60-minute delay (‘ROLEX 60’) to the extraction, pushing it out to 0930 hours. More dynamic 
AMC tactical planning was required and ongoing fuel and ammunition sustainment of the 
aircraft needed to be quickly resolved – against a backdrop of relentless insurgent activity on 
the hill which necessitated regular engagements with the enemy and a number of aviation 
MERT casualty evacuations. These aircraft regularly came under fire but their world-renowned 
capability was nevertheless essential to getting the most critically wounded casualties back to 
the Role 3 Hospital at Camp Bastion where they received immediate life-saving medical care 
for anything from multiple gunshot wounds to appalling IED blast injuries.

At 0930 hours a further ROLEX of 90 minutes was requested, taking the exfiltration to 
1100 hours. Apart from the resultant rise in threat to aviation assets as additional Taliban 
reinforcements appeared, this further delay meant that the waiting Chinooks could only carry 
a fraction of the fuel they had previously intended due to the dramatic reduction in aircraft 
lift performance caused by the midday heat (at periods in excess of 45°C). This forced the Chi-
nooks to carry less fuel in an attempt to decrease aircraft weight which, in turn, dramatically 
reduced flying/loiter endurance.

The battle became more intense after 0930 hours just at the time the assault force began 
its withdrawal to the extraction HLSs. At this point, the Taliban commanders keenly observ-
ing the ISAF tactical movements realised that the latter was re-grouping away from the hill. 
Alarmingly, the intercepted ICOM chatter also correctly identified that the ISAF re-deploy-
ment signalled their intent to relocate and prepare for Chinook helicopter extraction in the 
lower ground. Consequently, the ensuing enemy radio communications focused on directing 
multiple weapons ambushes specifically against the incoming Chinooks.

To make matters worse, further casualties were taken by the assault company as they re-
positioned to the HLSs which only heightened the sense of urgency to extract them – unsur-
prisingly, this pressure was felt directly by the AMC.

At 1045 hours, 15 minutes prior to the delayed exfiltration, the AMC was notified by one 
of the Reaper drones that a number of Taliban PKM heavy machine gun teams were being 
observed moving into some irrigation ditches beneath overhanging thick trees which ran 
adjacent to several of the anticipated extraction HLSs. After a very slick series of target hando-
vers from the drone, the identified Taliban were engaged and destroyed by the AMC’s Apaches. 
However, the effort to neutralise this threat immediately prior to the anticipated troop extrac-
tion, further distracted the AMC and placed additional pressure on him as he hastily planned 
for the imminent time-critical exfiltration.

The Chinooks amassed at very low level in the desert to the west of Kunjak Hill (to dra-
matically reduce their audible signature) and awaited the AMC’s order to ingress. Final confir-
mation from the Infantry company commander that his troops were ready did not come until 
just after 1100 hours, by which point the Apaches and Chinooks were once again concerned 
about their fuel and munition reserves. The AMC calculated that the Chinooks had sufficient 
fuel to make one attempt at the extraction, followed by the journey back to Camp Bastion, 
with a maximum of 5 further minute of loiter fuel. AMC direction to the Chinooks to ingress 
was duly given, confirming at the time that they were ‘cleared in’, but that the HLSs were 
‘HOT’ (i.e. in contact with the enemy).
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Under the direction of the AMC (himself intimately involved in the ensuing action), the 
Chinooks routed at low level to their designated HLSs to link up with their awaiting platoons. 
The Apaches and supporting ‘air fires’ platforms stepped up their engagements of identified 
enemy targets in the hope of suppressing them to buy sufficient time for the extraction to be 
completed successfully. However, at the moment the first aircraft touched down, enemy fire 
erupted onto the various HLSs. The northern most landing site experienced the most hostile 
enemy reaction, with PKM machine gun fire and rocket propelled grenades (RPGs) saturating 
the airspace and ground around the static aircraft. An immediate ‘abort’ was called by the 
AMC who directed the Chinooks back out into the desert to check for battle damage and await 
further orders.

Knowing that the Chinooks and several Apaches were rapidly becoming fuel critical, the 
AMC decided to undertake a second extraction attempt, given that if the aircraft did return to 
base having not extracted the assault force, the latter would have been stuck on the ground 
until the following morning which would have been disastrous for them.

Rapid re-planning was done by the AMC with support from other Aircraft Commanders; 
the Camp Leatherneck operations centre was notified of the developing situation and the 
AMC’s outline plan; a flight of Apaches was detached to ride ‘shot-gun’ (side by side) with 
the Chinooks, and all other available aircraft were positioned to identify enemy positions or 
attack them.

The Chinooks were then called back in at low level with Apaches firing their 30mm can-
nons ‘on their wing’ to draw Taliban fire away from the vulnerable Chinooks onto the sup-
porting gunships. The aircraft again touched down on their respective HLSs which, by this 
point, had wisely been moved to fields slightly further south (away from the Taliban threats to 
the north). They again took incoming enemy fire but this time remained on the ground. Fren-
zied Infantry activity ensued as soldiers and explosives search dogs clambered onto the various 
aircraft. Further casualties were sustained in those final moments, not least by one infantry 
Corporal who was shot five times by a burst of machine gun fire as he ran up the rear ramp 
of the aircraft – luckily for him the first round went through his boot, the second through his 
calf, the third through his thigh and the fourth and fifth into the radio and electronic counter 
measures protection system on his back.

The strategic fear during any operation of this nature was that an aircraft would be 
destroyed on one of the HLSs or, worse still, shot down just after lift-off with 40 laden soldiers 
on board. The reality on this occasion was that although several of the aircraft sustained battle 
damage (which incidentally increased the complexity of the cockpit work of their respective 
crews), they all returned under the direction of the AMC to Camp Bastion where the aircraft 
were rapidly checked and serviced for further deployments, and the crews swapped to allow 
the next phase of operations to commence. This was also the moment for the AMC to lead 
his post mission debrief, and for the Apache crews to conduct a comprehensive review of their 
recorded gun tape to ensure that all engagements had been carried out in accordance with the 
LOAC and ROE.

Postscript

It is now appropriate to take a step back from this particular operation to consider how 
human performance can be maximised in a more generic sense. Achieving success through 
human endeavour in the face of significant adversity or uncertainty is invariably difficult and,  
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ultimately, hard-won. It is not something that can be left to chance; rather, it must be carefully 
planned and diligently executed (by capable and accountable individuals) from start to finish.

In this context, it should be obvious to the reader how this material relates to Systems 
Leadership theory, but it is still worth highlighting a number of common themes which the 
theory champions and which are also proven characteristics of capable organisations – in this 
case, the military.

In outline, this vignette demonstrates how individuals and teams working in a productive 
culture can rise to any challenge if the conditions are favourable (i.e. deliberately designed and 
predicted to be so).

In this operation, the aviators and soldiers were extremely well trained, had an intimate 
understanding of the purpose and nature of their work (including the associated opportuni-
ties, risks and threats), were clear about the organisation structure within which they resided 
and knew that the structure genuinely reflected the work to be done.

They also had well thought through and appropriately delegated requisite authorities and 
defined accountabilities; were fairly held to account for delivery and, in turn, were able to 
fairly hold their own subordinates (team members) to account.

They acknowledged that the military was broadly meritocratic and that capable and fully 
tested individuals were therefore in role and could be trusted to perform effectively in any 
situation, no matter how challenging, complex or uncertain – in many cases, lives literally 
depended upon this requirement.

They operated within appropriate work management and people systems specifically 
designed to free them up (unconstrained) to work to their full potential.

They were governed by effective leaders who were clear about ‘purpose’, thoughtful, deci-
sive and committed to seeing things through ‘to the finish’, whose behaviour was exemplary 
and who absolutely led by example. They also resided within a team framework where the full 
potential of the collective was championed, each member playing a full part in planning for 
and delivering specified outcomes.

All of this was carried out in a task orientated working environment where task assign-
ments were clear, resources were matched to the tasks, and contingency plans were in place 
to mitigate against the specified risks and threats, thereby ensuring that specified objectives 
could be achieved.

Finally, they existed in a defined and productive culture where good performance was 
rewarded differentially and the consequences of poor performance were fairly and consis-
tently upheld (the latter requiring considerable moral courage on the part of leaders).

On this last point, it is of course acknowledged that organisations (i.e. the people employed 
within them) do fall short of expectation from time to time, and that military organisations 
are no exception to the rule. However, the default aspiration should always be to set the 
‘professional bar’ at an appropriate and achievable level of excellence and, through all of the 
‘people levers’ outlined in the paragraphs above, to maintain this bar as high as realistically 
possible to ensure that people productivity in the pursuit of defined objectives is maximised 
(commercial or otherwise).

Finally, it is important to note that this particular vignette merely portrayed a day in 
the life of a British Army Apache AMC. The reality was that these well-trained soldiers were 
required to perform to the highest of professional military standards, often at the same tempo, 
for months on end. By the end of the Afghanistan campaign in late 2014, some AMCs had 
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completed as many as five or six tours of Helmand Province, each lasting four to five months. 
At an individual level this clearly represented an incredible investment of time, focus and 
energy by these eminently capable people. However, at a more strategic level, this vignette 
demonstrates the critical interdependence that exists between organisation structure, capabil-
ity and leadership when it comes to driving effective work performance in demanding circum-
stances on an enduring basis.






